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A Snapshot Guide

b2b Marketing



CMFG -
Marketing that sells

CMFG is a b2b marketing agency; a team 

of  creatives, planners, techies, writers and 

project managers that help create and deliver

standout campaigns. We help clients sell! 

If  you are looking for a marketing agency that

understands business to business sales and

can help you achieve your targets, get in touch

with us now.
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The last 10 years has seen a quiet revolution 

in b2b selling. There has been a fundamental

shift in power to the customer. The vendor no

longer controls how and when prospects 

receive information and the buying process

starts long before vendors are even aware of  it. 

McKinsey estimates the buying process is 

67% complete before there is contact with the

prospect. Marketing’s role in the selling 

process has grown considerably to manage 

the prospect during that 67%.

The involvement of  sales in the b2b selling 

process is essential but now concentrated at

the end of  a long process. 

Like an iceberg, most of the buying 

process is unseen and happens before

you ever know the prospect is looking.

Clever b2b marketing focuses effort, 

budget and resource to these critical

early, unseen stages where opinions 

are formed and major decisions are

made. So when the prospect does flag 

themselves to you as ‘interested’, you 

are already at the front of the queue to

win their business. 
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b2b selling is

different



The changing
face of  
b2b selling

The linear sales funnel, with a simple ‘BANT’

assessment of  the prospect, doesn’t really

work today. The buying process is longer, more

individuals in the organisation are involved 

and they are qualifying you in or out of  their

purchasing decisions without you ever knowing

about it.

Unsurprisingly the new battlefield for your

prospects is largely digital and online. Your

prospect is assessing your brand, reputation,

product / service and sales support. They are

referencing the views and opinions of  a wide

range of  people, through a variety of  

information sources, of  which, you are just one

– and not the most influential one at that.

You can’t directly control this process but you can

influence it. How? By making your company the

easiest to buy from and being actively involved

in the conversation. Today you have to provide

the information your prospects are looking for

when and where they want it.1

Information provided 

indirectly by you
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Information

Sources

Information on 

your website

Information provided by 

customers and ex-customers

Information provided by 

3rd party influencers

Information provided 

directly by you

Information provided 

by the press

Information from 

your competitors



A model for
b2b selling

There are a number of  models for b2b selling

but one of  the most useful is Huthwaite’s ©. It

identifies a series of  buying stages that are

equally applicable to new prospects and existing

customers. Lead nurture, lead development,

loyalty and Account Based Marketing (ABM)

can all use the Huthwaite model.

Though the journey looks linear it is anything

but. It is long, typically three to five years for a

major ticket purchase, and at each stage the

prospects interactions can be complex. Most 

importantly much of  the buying journey 

happens without the vendor knowing about it.

It isn’t normally until the ‘Evaluation of  Options’

stage that the prospect appears as a lead 

and by then the buying journey is 75% - 

85% complete.2
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Huthwaite b2b selling model

Marketing-led phases

75%-85% of the entire buying process in

terms of time.

If you never hear about an RFP, you lost 

out during these phases.

Sales-led phases

15%-25% of the entire buying process in

terms of time.

Sales-led investigation and negotiation

phases are at the end of a longer process.

© Huthwaite



What is your
buyer thinking?

The b2b buying process has never been more

convoluted. More individuals across the business

are involved in the purchasing decision and all of

them approach buying with an underlying 

emotional starting point.

For major ticket purchases, the products and 

services tend to be highly technical and complex

and it isn’t really possible to assess with 100%

confidence the impact on the business of  

purchasing option ‘A’ over option ‘B’ or ‘C’. 

When the purchasing decision affects a core 

business function, such as an enterprise-level 

distribution and billing system, the consequences

of  failure can be unthinkable.

All these people and pressures mean that buyers 

are thinking about mitigating risk. The risk of  a

wrong decision for the business and the risk that

they can be personally held responsible for 

making that decision. Risk ultimately drives the

purchase decision.3

Risk reduction

• Strong brand

• High awareness

• Perceived size

• Blue-chip customers

• 3rd party endorsement
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Specification

• Suitability for task

• Proven versus

unproven

• Future proof options

• Fit with legacy processes

Buying 

Considerations

Cost

• Benchmark versus

competition

• Perceived discount

• Whole life costs

• Finance options



A new 
thinking

In b2b buying, marketing’s role is bigger and

more critical than ever before. Marketing has 

to plan to talk to more prospects, from more 

departments, for longer. It has to address 

multiple buyer issues at each stage of  the 

buying process using a greater variety of  

channels than ever before. 

The good news is that once you understand

the dynamics of  this new reality, you can 

optimise the effectiveness of  your marketing 

to ensure you sell more.

4

15% - 25%  
of the buying process 

is sales led with an 

identified prospect
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b2b 

buying

6 channels
on average used by a

prospect to gain info 

on supplier

67%
of the buying cycle is 

completed without the

prospect being visible to 

the vendor

75% - 85% 
of the buying process will

be unseen by the vendor

3-5 years
years is the average 

length of time for buying 

decisions for  large 

ticket / complex items

5.4 
people on average are

directly involved in the 

buying process but up to 20

can be indirectly involved



Today’s b2b buyer is in the driving seat. 

Marketing’s job is to influence and persuade

prospects before they ever actively signal their

interest and to support the closing stages of

the sale. 

Close cooperation between sales and 

marketing is critical but marketing should 

drive the process. This Snapshot Guide 

outlines the essential information you need 

to configure your marketing to reflect the way

your buyers buy!

For other Snapshot Guides from CMFG visit

our website www.cmfg.co.uk
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When they are 
ready, will they  come to you?
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